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ABSTRACT. Ricardian und von Thtinen land
rent models are combined into a single land use
shore model including farm, forest, and urban
lurid  uses. The lurid  share model is applied to the
Southern United States, and elasticities are ex-
tracted that measure land share response to
changes in iqulation,  income, land values,
prices, and costs in counties with d$ferent  de-
grees of urbanization. The study explores the ef-
feet of treating either rural or urban land as a
residual use. While this practice is common in ex-
isting land use studies, it is found to significantly
affect parameter estimates in this county-level
analysis. (JEL R 14)

In a paper prepared for a forthcoming Year-
book o f  Environmental Economics, Bocks-
tael  and Irwin observe that “Often policies
of the public sector seek to affect land uses
by providing incentives or disincentives that
affect landowners’ land use decisions. Per-
haps even more often, land use decisions are
affected by policies that have been designed
to address completely different social con-
cerns, but the consequences for land use
change can be both unintended and severe”
(1999, 14). Policy effects, whether intended
or unintended, also may vary substantially
across space and through time, and may com-
bine and interact in ways that make a tar-
geted analysis of a particular policy incom-
plete. As a consequence, there is value in
knowing how land use is responding to
change in population, income, farm revenue,
timber establishment cost, and other land use
determinants. Such positive results can sum-
marize the combined effects of existing poli-
cies. They also can indicate where and how
much land use might change if new policies
affect the determinants of land use.

This paper presents a county-level land
use analysis for 1,459 counties in the U.S.
South. The analysis is based on two tradi-
tional land rent models: a Ricardian rent
model for rural land use and a von Thiinen
location rent mode1 for urban land use. The

Ricardian model has seen extensive use in
the agricultural economics literature (Cas-
well and Zilberman 1985; Chavas and Holt
1990; Claassen and Tegene 1999; Hardie and
Parks 1997;  Lichtenberg 1989; Plantinga
1996; Wu and Segerson 1995). The von Thii-
nen  model has served as a standard formula-
tion in the analysis of urban economic
growth (Alonso 1964; Anas  1978; Arnott
19SO; Capozza and Helsley 1989; Fajita
1982; Mills 1967; Muth 1967; Wheaton
1982a).  Each of these rent models can be
separately transformed into an acreage allo-
cation model that directly relates land use
shares to land rent determinants. They also
can be combined into an integrated land
share model that explicitly includes both ru-
ral and urban land use. We employ these land
share models to obtain reduced form elastici-
ties that relate change in land use shares to
change in rent determinants. The elasticities
are used to explore land use response in the
South in counties ranging from the very rural
(one person per 35 acres) to the very urban
(one person per two-thirds of an acre).

The analysis is motivated in part by the
prevailing practice of considering only rural
or urban land in the economic analysis of
land use. Separating use in this way may be
defensible if urban land values dominate ag-
ricultural land values, and if urban land use
depends only on variables that are exogenous
to rural land use decisions. Then rural land
might be treated as land not yet needed for
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urban use, as has been done in most studies
of the growth of urban areas. Rural land use
decisions might be modeled separately for a
reduced land base, as has been done in most
analyses of agricultural acreage supply re-
sponse.  ’ But analytical separations of this
sort will be consistent with landowner behav-
ior only if landowners also separate land use
decisions into rural and urban categories. If
they do not, the analytical separation may
impose unjustified restrictions on the land
use decision. Using models that incorrectly
restrict land use decisions may lead to fore-
casts of (1) success for what may in fact be
ineffective policies; or (2) failure for what
may in fact be effective policies. Correct
specification of land use decisions conse-
quently is needed for the analysis of land-
related environmental and resource policies.

To explore this possibil i ty,  we test
hypotheses that estimates from separate rural
and urban land rent models are similar to es-
timates from a combined rural-urban model.
These tests are specific to a region, to our
particular model formulation, and to the level
of aggregation embodied in a county-level
analysis. Even so, finding significant differ-
ences in results for a region as large and di-
verse as the South should raise doubts about
the current practice of omitting either rural
or urban iand  from a land use analysis. It is
not difficult to integrate the traditional land
rent formulations into a single land use share
model, and doing so may protect against
an unwarranted circumscription of land use
choice.

Distinguishing features of the analysis in-
clude a geographic definition of total land
area, broad but exhaustive categories of land
use, data aggregation to the county level, and
use of pooled cross-sectional census data.
Studies by Alig  (1986),  Hardie and Parks
(1997),  Miller and Plantinga (1999),  Parks
and Murray (1994),  Plantinga (1996),  and
Wu, Mapp, and Bernard0  (1996) have simi-
lar characteristics. The geographic definition
of the land base contrasts with the commod-
ity-based definition (e.g., corn land, wheat
land) of most agricultural acreage supply re-
sponse analyses. Geographic or area-based
analyses ensure that acreage increases in one

use category are offset by acreage decreases
in other rent-producing uses. These oppor-
tunity costs of land use change generally
are omitted from commodity-based analy-
ses. But area-based analyses also typically
include a residual land use category with no
assigned rent, and this may cause the oppor-
tunity cost of changing land use to be under-
sta ted.

The behavioral assumptions of the study
have been employed in many acreage supply
response models. They include competitive
land markets and quasi-rent maximization on
the part of price-taking landowners.” Land
use studies that do not adopt these behavioral
assumptions include studies that allocate
land so as to maximize consumer and pro-
ducer surplus (Adams et al. 1993, Aiig, Ad-
ams, and McCarl  1998, Chang et ai. 1992),
and studies that rely on cadastral and geo-
graphically referenced landscape data to de-
termine probabilities of land use at the parcel
level (Bockstael 1996, Landis 1995, Brad-
shaw and Muller  1998).

Parameter estimates are obtained using
modified binomial (Amemiya and Nold 1975)
and multinomial  logit procedures (Parks
1980). These estimation procedures respect
the fixed nature of the county land base. They
allow for error in all model variables. This lat-
ter attribute is particularly important because
census sampling procedures are known to pro-
duce significant measurement error when ag-
gregation is at the county level.

’ These analyses include expected profit  models
(Chavas, Pope, and Kao 1983; ‘Let  an; Heimberger
1985; Lidman  and Bawden  1974; Shideed. White. and
Brannen 1987) and farm product market models
(Brandt, Kruse,  and Todd 1992; Miranda, Novak, and
Lerohl 1994; Shonkwiler and Maddala 1985). Analysts
have emphasized measurement of expected output price
(Gallager  1978; Gardner 1976; Stein 1981),  alternative
ways to model the effect of farm commodity price sup-
ports (Houck  et al. 1976; McIntosh and Shideed 1989;
Morzuch, Weaver, and Helmberger 1980). and the risk-
iness of farm production (Babcock 1990; Chavas and
Holt  1990). All of these analyses have been for a spc-
cific crop or set of crops, and land area has been re-
stricted to acreage used to produce the crop(s).

*  Prices are taken to be both current and exogenous
in these models. They are treated as expectations in
most agricultural supply response models, and as en-
dogenous in the farm product market formulations.
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I. INTEGRATING VON THijNEN  AND
RICARDIAN LAND RENT MODELS

Most rural land share models postulate
quasi-rent maximization by representative
producers who use land as a productive fac-
tor and who face competitive market prices
for non-land inputs and outputs. Under these
conditions, a single land use would maximize
quasi-rent if land were homogeneous. Differ-
ent land uses can co-exist if heterogeneous
land quality causes product yields and quasi-
rents to vary over parcels. This classical Ri-
cardian rent explanation of the simultaneous
presence of different productive uses forms
the theoretical foundation for many of the
rural land use analyses.

Land use studies typically begin with
given categories of land use. If such prior
categorization is to be consistent with the
maximization of Ricardian quasi-rents, re-
stricted profit functions must exist for each
land use category. Then the use of each par-
cel of land can be detennined by choosing
the category that maximizes quasi-rent from
among the relevant competing land use cate-
gories.

Within this context, quasi-rent from land
can be defined as

7x* =  max(n*‘, .  ,  7E*‘), 111

wherej=  I , . . . , J represents land use cate-
gories and n*’  represents a restricted profit
function for category j. Rents accruing to
each land use will be

n*‘(P,  Q)  = Pl+‘(P Q)’1 > 121

where P is an exogenous vector of input and
output prices, x*’ is a vector of profit-max-
imizing output supplies and input demands,
and Q is an exogenous index of land quality.
Prior categorization of land use will restrict
the elements of x*1  and P to subsets of out-
puts and inputs. Omission of land as an input
will allow the R’ to be interpreted as quasi-
rents (Palmquist  1989).

When total acreage is fixed, the land allo-
cated to each use may be expressed as pro-
portions or shares. If, in addition, the land

quality index Q is monotonic and continuous,
profit-maximizing shares (p,,  j = 1, . _ , J,
may form compact sets that span Q. Land use
change then would occur at land use bound-
aries, when changes in profits cause these
boundaries to shift. Necessary conditions for
this “margins” outcome include constant re-
turns to scale production technologies and re-
stricted profit functions that are concave in Q
(Lichtenberg 1985).

Taking these conditions to be satisfied
allows the Ricardian rent model to be re-
duced to the land shares model

cp’(Q)=F,(P,Q)  forj= I  ,..., J -  1

(Hardie and Parks 1997). This model directly
relates the proportion of land in a particular
productive use to market prices and land
quality. The direction of change in the shares
resulting from change in P and Q can be de-
duced from the comparative statics of the un-
derlying rent model (Lichtenberg 1989).

Equation 3 shows that the land shares
model incorporates a residual land category
composed of land “left over” from J - 1
categories of explicitly defined land use.
Thus it is possible to formulate a Ricardian
model that relegates urban land use to a re-
sidual category. Doing so may seem innocu-
ous in a region where the share of acreage in
urban use is small. But inclusion of this land
use in a residual category will arbitrarily set
the rent accruing to urban land to zero when
this rent is likely to be high. It also will re-
strict urban use to an arbitrary subset of land
quality, and will omit variables (such as pop-
ulation and income) which intuition suggests
are important determinants of land use.

These undesirable attributes motivate in-
corporation of the von Thiinen location rent
theory into the land share model. We do this
by extracting a residential land area function
from Capozza and Helslcy’s  (1989) exposi-
tion of the location rent theory. Once ob-
tained, the residential function is added to the
rural land share model to create a model that
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explicitly incorporates urban and rural land
uses .

Location rent theory postulates an urban
area where employment and shopping is lo-
cated in a central business district (CBD) and
where commuting costs are important. The
area is compact because commuting costs are
positive. If housing is durable and not re-
placed, growth will occur at the rural-urban
fringe when new housing is constructed to
accommodate an expanding population.3 If
land quality does not affect urban develop-
ment, this boundary will expand in annular
rings of 2fl radians as the number of house-
holds increases over time. In this case, the
boundary of the urban area can be defined at
time t by its distance zb(t)  from the CBD.

When everyone is housed, the area in resi-
dential use at time f will equal the product of
the average housing lot size L and the num-
ber of households N(t):4

qz’(f)*  = L,N(r). I 4 1

Equilibrium rents within the boundary zh(t)  at
any distance z from the CBD will be:

R(r,  2) =  7c*  + p c  + (T/L)[zb(t)  - 7.1

where p is a discount rate, C is the cost of
converting a unit of land from rural to urban
use, T is a per-unit-distance commuting cost,
and TC*  is the rent accruing to land outside the
rural-urban boundary (Capozza and Helsley
1989, 299)’ Equation [S]  shows the equilib-
rium rent for urban land to be the sum of the
Ricardian rent for rural land, the “rent” on
the capital used to convert rural land to resi-
dential use, and location or accessibility rent.

At the rural-urban boundary, location rent
is zero, and

R(t,  zb(t))  =  R* f PC. 161

Urban rent will dominate rural rent inside
this boundary since p,  C, T, and L, will all
take positive values.

Equilibrium is determined in the location
rent model by equating household demand

for housing services to the supply of housing
provided by landowners. Land is developed
when the rent from residential use rises
enough to offset the opportunity cost of rural
land and conversion capital. Thus equation
[6] also is the land conversion condition for
Iandowners who maximize the present value
of a site’s stream of future rents (Capozza
and Helsley 1989, 298).

The land area function is derived by solv-
ing the equilibrium rent function ]SJ for z, us-
ing a household budget constraint to substi-
tute R out, and then using equation [4] to
convert the resulting boundary relationship
into an area relationship. Capozza and Hel-
sley (1989) specify the household’s budget
constraint as

Y = x + RL -t  Tz, (71

where Y is household income and X is a com-
posite good representing consumption of all
items other than housing. For equilibrium to
be established, this constraint must apply at
every point in time t and location Z. R. 7’,  C,
and x*  also must be normalized so that the
composite good has a unit price. Using this
constraint, the land area that will be devoted
to residential use when the market is in equi-
librium is:

Area = i. [Y - X - L(n*  + pC)][nN(t)L]“Z. [S]

Area in residential use thus becomes a func-
tion of commuting costs, household income,
consumption of goods other than housing,
level of housing consumption (L), rural land
rent, conversion costs, the discount rate, and
population.

The term L(n* + PC)  in [S]  can be inter-
preted as the rental value of an average hous-
ing lot at the rural-urban fringe under the as-

’ This durable housing assumption is relaxed in the
Hrueckner (1980) and Wheaton (1982b)  version of the
theory.

* Average lot siz.e  (L) is trcatcd  as exogenous,
though the theory can be expanded to make it endoge-
nous  (Fajita 1982).

5  We replace an exogenous constant A with TI*  in
this equation taken f?om  Capozza and He&y  (1989).
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sumption that the landowner also is the
developer. Note that L = 1 if x*  and C: are
per acre of farmland and the average housing
lot is one acre.

Equation [S]  can be converted into the
share of land that is in residential use in a
region of given size and added to the land
share model [3]:

cp’(Q)  = F,(P,  Q, forj  = 1,  . . , J - 2

cd-’ = F,.,(I’,  N, X, T, L, K*,  p, C’l [91
J-  L

(p’  = i -
2:

cp’.
1-I

Land use shares remain compact sets in this
extended model with change occurring at the
margins of these sets. Rural land use contin-
ues to span Q, but over a land base that is
reduced by the area in the dominant residen-
tial USC. Model [9] allows both rural and resi-
dential land uses to have positive rent, and
removes the restriction on the quality of land
uses for urban purposes. It introduces exoge-
nous variables that should affect land use, but
that are omitted from model [3].

The formulation a1so  provides an opportu-
nity for an empirical test of the prevailing
practice of separating rural and urban land
use analyses. Urban use is modeled as a dom-
inant use whose share is mostly determined
by an exogenous set of rent determinants. If
rural landowners do separate production and
development decisions, so that X* is not si-
multaneously determined, extending model
(3) into model (9) should not significantly af-
fect parameter estimates for the rural land
share equations. Nor should parameter esti-
mates vary much in an urban land share
model which omits the simultaneous deter-
mination of rural land use shares. Thus the
model, as formulated, offers a reasonable op-
portunity to test the empirical validity of the
current analytical separation between urban
and rural land use.

The application of this model is developed
in the next section. Then results from the ap-
plication are used to test the consequences of
treating either rural or urban land as a resid-

ual use. Elasticities obtained from the model
are presented in the section after that.

II.  PREDICTING LAND USE IN
THE SOUTH

Land use is categorized in the application
as farm, forest, urban (also called “residen-
tial”), and other. Farm has been divided into
crop and pasture subcategories in Hardie and
Parks (1997),  and Forest has been disaggre-
gated into forest types in Alig (1986).
Broader categories are used here because the
rent determinants cannot be disaggregated,
and we want to maintain the theoretical
structure of the land share model as much as
is possible. The urban category includes resi-
dences, commercial and industrial sites, air-
por ts , cemeteries, highways, institutional
sites, public administration sites, and other
infrastructure in built-up areas. It also in-
cludes strip development along roads if
building density is one or more structures per
1.5 acres. Other is a residual category that
includes federal and other public lands,
waterways, rural infrastructure, and land not
included in the farm, forest, and urban cate-
gories.

The land use categories are aggregations
of categories defined in the National Re-
source Inventory (NRI) surveys. Estimates of
land use shares are developed from these sur-
veys for 1982, 1987, and 1992. The surveys
provide some 633,500 point estimates from
which to develop county-level land use share
estimates. The minimum number of sample
points used to construct a county estimate is
86. The maximum is 1 ,016.

The NRI surveys also provide land quality
data. Among these data are Land Capability
Classes (LCC), which indicate the land’s
suitability for farming (USDA Soil Conser-
vation Service 1961),  and Major Land Re-
source Areas (MLRAs),  which are general
categories that incorporate topography, ele-
vation, climate, soil type, and natural veg-
etation (USDA Soil Conservation Service
1981). The land capability variable used in
this analysis is the proportion of land in each
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county in Land Capability Classes I and II.
This is a measure of good farmland. MLRAs
are represented by dummy variables that take
the vaiue of one whenever acreage in a
MLRA also is in a county.

County-level estimates of farm product
prices and costs are constructed from point
sample data gathered during the 1982, 1987,
and 1992 Censuses of Agriculture. Farm rev-
enue estimates are divided by the number of
acres of farmland in each county to create a
composite-commodity agricultural product
price. Per-acre farm expenditures are com-
puted as summations of expenditures for
feed, seed, fertilizer, agricultural chemicals,
petroleum products, electricity, hired labor,
custom work, and machinery-equipment. The
1987 and 1992 surveys also report expendi-
tures on farm cash rents, interest, property
taxes, machinery-equipment maintenance
and repair, and “other” farm production
items. These expenditures are omitted so
1982 observations can be included in the
pooled data set.

Farmland owner  estimates of the market
value of farmland and buildings from the
Censuses of Agriculture also were aggre-
gated, and per-acre prices were constructed
by dividing these estimates by the total farm
acreage in the county. These prices are not
capitalized farm use values, assessed values
or sales values net of real estate marketing
charges. They are estimates of the current to-
tal sales value of the land and buildings. We
use these estimates as measures of the con-
version value of the land at the rural-urban
boundary (cf. equation 161).

Sawtimber and pulpwood prices are de-
veloped from Timber Mart South data main-
tained at the U.S. Forest Service Southern
Forest Experiment Station. Sawtimber prices
are annual prices for southern yellow pine,
measured in dollars per 1,000 board feet
(mbf). Puipwood prices are dollars per cord
for softwood pulpwood.

Timber establishment costs are developed
for each MLRA from data obtained from
Tim Osborne of the USDA Economic Re-
search Service. These cost estimates are con-
structed from cost share payments made for
tree planting during the first 12 sign-ups of
the Conservation Reserve Program.

County population and median house val-
ues are obtained for 1982, 1987, and 1992
from data produced by the U.S. Department
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Esti-
mated median household incomes are ob-
tained for the same years from data provided
by the U.S. Department of Commerce, Bu-
reau of Economic Analysis. Consumption of
items other than housing is indirectly repre-
sented in the empirical model by inclusion of
both income and housing vahte  variables.
The hypothesis underlying this specification
is that consumers in counties with relatively
higher household incomes and lower housing
values will consume relatively more of the
composite commodity X. Since X has a nega-
tive sign in equation 181, this hypothesis
leads us to expect a positive relationship be-
tween housing values and the proportion of
land used for residential purposes. Conver-
sion costs C also are implicitly represented
in the model by including both housing and
estimated farm sales values.

The estimated model omits measures of
lot size and per-unit commuting costs. While
these variables appear in the theoretical
model, we could  not find suitable measures
for them in the cross section at the county
level for the study’s time period. Since lot
size and transportation costs interact with all
of the variables in the urban equation, their
omission could affect all of the equation’s
parameter estimates. Since an exact speci-
fication of equation [8] is not possible, a
second-order approximation (a generalized
Leontief) is specified for the urban equation.
It is important to note that elasticity estimates
obtained from this approximation will im-
plicitly incorporate lot size and transporta-
tion cost effects. Predictions based on these
elasticities will be suitable only if these im-
plicit effects do not change.

Dummy variables representing the states
are included in the urban equation to allow
for differences in state-level expenditures for
transportation infrastructure and for differ-
ences in state-level programs that may affect
lot size. While this should remove some of
the omitted variable effects, it will not re-
move ali specification error from the model’s
error structure. Amemiya and Nold (1975)
cite omitted variables as justification for their
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TABLE 1
VARIABLES USED IN THE ANALYSIS

Variable Description Mean Std. Dev.

Year82 1 if 1982; zero otherwise 0.29
Year87 1 if 1987; zero  otherwise 0.32
Year92 1 if 1992; zero otherwise 0.39
ACES Total land area (acres) 342,674 165,273
Farm Share of total land area in farming 0.32 0.19
Forest Share of total land area in forest 0.49 0.20
Urban Share of total land area in residential use 0.046 0.067
Mktagac Farm product revenues/farm acres ($/acre) 228 242
Expac82 Farm expenditures-1982 items ($/acre) 1 1 3 131
Timbcost Timber establishment cost ($/acre) 95 28
Slprice Southern yellow pine sawtimber price ($/mbf) 149 71
Pwprice Softwood pulpwood price ($/cord) 15 8
Pior Proportion of land in ICC  1 or 2 0.22 0.15
Populat Population 54,292 143,011
Houseval Median house value (1,000 $) 44.7 1 17.15
Houseinc Median household income (1,000 $) 20.61 6.54
Estfval Farm real estate value ($/acre) 1,126 645

modification of the binomial logit  model.
This motivated us to use an iterated version
of their method to estimate parameters for an
urban model based on equation [8]. We also
use an iterated version of Park’s (1980)
multinomial  extension of the Amemiya-Nold
procedure (Hardie and Parks 1997) to obtain
parameter estimates for a rural model based
on [3] and a rural-urban model based on [9].

Table 1 gives a summary description of
the data assembled for the analysis. Parame-
ter estimates for the land use equations are
reported in Tables 2-4. Parameter estimates
corresponding to the MLRA and State
dummy variables are omitted to keep the pre-
sentation from becoming unwieldy.

Estimation Results

Table 2 gives parameter estimates for the
urban land share equations obtained from the
rural-urban and urban models. F and Wald
tests indicate that both models have jointly
significant parameter estimates (cf. Table 5).
McElroy’s System R-squared is 0.468 for the
rural-urban model, lower than the R-squared
of 0.648 obtained for the binomial urban
model. All parameter estimates in Table 2
are different from zero at the 5% signifi-
cance level except for those associated with
the variable Estfval. Fann land values are

part of other significant terms in the model,
however, and marginal values obtained from
the model for Estfval are significant. Thus
the hypothesis that rural land values can be
treated as exogenous constants is not neces-
sarily supported by the empirical results in
Table 2.

As elasticities derived from these esti-
mates will show, signs for the parameter esti-
mates of the models continuous variables
are as expected. In addition, most of the State
dummy variables have significant parameter
estimates at the 5% level.

Inspection of Table 2 shows generally
similar parameter estimates for the rural-
urban and urban models. Thus the possibility
remains that urban land use can be analyzed
without having to introduce the rural land
uses.

We estimated models containing General-
ized Leontief specifications for the continu-
ous variables in the forest and farm equations
but did not find them to be better than the
linear specifications reported in Tables 3 and
4. We also estimated models that included all
farm and forest prices and costs in each rural
equation. The added variables did not sig-
nificantly improve the models’ ability to pre-
dict the log-odds of the land use shares. Our
exploration did find that pulpwood and saw-
timber prices acted as collinear variables in
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TABLE 2
URRAN  LA N D  USE  EWATWNS

Variable

Rural-Urban Model”

Parameter Std. Error
Estimate of Estimate

Urban Modelh

Parameter Std. Error
Estimate of Estimate

Year82 -2.543** 0.0875
Year87 -2.770** 0.1003
Yea-552 --2.948** 0.1157
Popden’ -o.O03454** 0.000333
Houseinc -0.3507** 0.09578
Houseval -0.1724** 0.04432
Estfval -0 .000526 0.000297
(Popden*tlouseinc)“’ 0.08618** 0.00868 1
(Popden*llouseval)“’ -0.03647** 0.006011
(Popden*Estfval)“2 0.002117** 0.000550
(Houseinc*i-fouseval)“’ 0.X)96** 0.1266
(flouseinc*Estfvai)“~ -0.01950** 0.007563
(llouseval*Fstfvll)“2  II ‘ 0.01357* 0.006140

Nores:  Estimates are not reported for 1 I State dummy variables.
’ R’  for the equation is 0.436.
b  R’  for the  equation is 0.649.
’ Popdm = Population per square mile.
* Significanr nr 5%; ** significant at  1%.

-4.929** 0.08878
-4.988** 0.1036
-4.991** 0.1210
-0.004151** 0.000381
-0.2637* 0.1049
-0.1161* 0.04942
-0.000386 0.000334

0.1271** 0.009904
-0.0532** 0.006917

0.001210 0.000624
0.3422* 0.1397

-0.0254** 0.008489
0.01809** 0.006936

the forest land equation. Models with saw-
timber price are presented in Table 4 because
they have more degrees of freedom (2,298
observations instead of 2,233).

Ehtic-ities

Interpretation of the parameter estimates
reported in Tables 2-4 is complicated both
by the log-odds transformation of the depen-
dent variables and by the nonlinear spccifi-
cation of the urban equation. To assist inter-

pretation, we extracted marginal changes in
land shares from the parameter estimates
(Greene 1990,697-701),  and then computed
partial elasticities at the means of the un-
transformed continuous variables. Elastici-
ties are computed only if the marginal values
are significantly different from zero at the
5% significance level. These elasticity esti-
mates are reported in Table 5. They give the
percentage change in a land use share that
would result from a one percent change in an
explanatory variable, other explanatory vari-

T A B L E  3

F ARM  LA N D  USE  EQ U A T I O N S

Variable

Rural-Urban Model”

Parameter Std. Error
Estimate of Estimate

Rural Model&

Parameter Std. Error
Estimate of Estimate

Year82 -0.3121* 0.1393 -0.5929**
Ycar87 -0.4552** 0.1385 -0.7483**
Year92 -0.6105** 0.1374 -0.9276**
Mktagac o.OOlsO8”* 0.000335 0.001682**
Expac82 -0.002335”* 0.000626 -0.002741**
Timbcost 0.006949** 0.001406 0.005526**
PI or2 2.932** 0.1280 3.514**

News:  Estimates are not reported for 35 MLRA dummy variables.
’ Rz  for the equation is 0.390.
’ R*  for the equation is 0.419.
* Significant at 5 percent. **significant at 1 percent.

0.1552
0.1545
0.1536
0.000347
0.000648
0.001592
0.1461
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TABLE 4
WREST  ~,AND  USE EQLJ~\TIONS

Rum-Urban  Model” Rural Modelb

Variable
Parameter
Estimate

Std. Error
of Estimate

P a r a m e t e r
Estimate

Std. Error
of Estimate

Year82
Year87
Year92
Stpr ice
Timhcost
P 1 or2

1  .s50** 0.1635 I .586** 0.1836
1.802** 0.1604 1.523** 0.1806
1.388*” 0.1868 1.098** 0.207 I
0.(x)2647** 0.000435 0.0025 10** 0.000454

--0.005637** 0.001465 --0.00710** 0.001689
-0 .01278 0.1285 0.57 10** 0. I497

ables  held constant. As noted earlier, lot size
and transportation cost are not held constant,
and these elasticities have limited usefulness
for predictive purposes.

Table 5 shows the urban share of land to be
an increasing function of population, median
household income, and median house value.
Urban land shares decrease with increases in
the estimated per-acre value of farmland and
buildings. All responses are inelastic, and that
for f&m land values is particularly small. In
general, elasticities increase in magnitude
when the model is extended to include both
urban and rural land uses.

Farm and forest land use shares are found
to increase with output prices and to decrease
with production costs. These responses are all
inelastic. The positive response of the farm
land share to an increase in the costs of pro-

TABLE 5
ELASTICITY ESTIMATES AT M EANS OF POOIXD

O~~ERVA~WNS

Land Use Exogenous Rural-llrban  Urban Rural
Affected Change in Model Model  Model

i  IJrhan
I  Urban

Populat 0.46 0.47
Houseinc 0.61 0.37

i Urban H o u s e v a l 0.20 0.13
Estfval -0 .12 -0 .07
Mktagac 0.23 0.26
Expac82 --0.18 -0 .21
Timbcost 0.73 0.69
Plor2 0.44 0.45
Stpr ice 0.20 0 . 1 9
Timhcost -0 .50 -0 .53
PI  or2 --0.22 --0.19

ducing  timber is consistent with the hypothe-
sis that forest and farm production are com-
peting land uses. Elasticities for the land
quality variable in Table 5 indicate that coun-
ties with higher proportions of good farmland
have greater proportions of land in farming,
and correspondingly smaller shares of forest
land. Other factors are held constant in the es-
timation of these elasticities, however, and
higher timber net returns or lower farm net re-
turns may offset this partial land use effect.

No particular pattern emerges when one
compares the magnitudes of elasticities
across models. Instead the dominant impres-
sion is that the elasticities are reasonably
close in size. This suggests that estimation of
rural land use models that relegate urban land
uses to a residual category may be a useful
simplification, and that it may not be neces-
sary to integrate the Ricardian and location
rent hypotheses. We now turn to some more
formal tests of that hypothesis.

III. CAN RURAL OR URBAN
BE TREATED AS RESIDUAL

LAND USES?

Omitting the residential land share equa-
tion from the rural-urban system removes 24
variables and omitting the farm and forest
equations removes 83 variables. Change in
the parameter estimates for the continuous
variables is relatively small when one con-
siders the number of variables omitted, sug-
gesting that the use of restricted models may
be reasonable in cases where data is difficuit
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TABLE 6
RESUI,TS  OF MODEL HYPOTHESIS TESTS

H y p o t h e s i s
Wald

F Statistic S t a t i s t i c

Parameter estimates for the urban equation of the rural-urban
model are not different from zero

Parameter estimates for the rural equations of the rural-urban
model are not different from zero

Parameter estimates for the urban equation are the same in
the rural-urban and urban models

Parameter estimates for the rural equations are the same in
the rural-urban and rural models

Continuous variable parameter estimates for the urban equa-
tion are the same in the rural-urhan and urban models

Continuous variable parameter estimates for the rural cqua-
tions  arc the same in the rural-urban and rural models

164.7** 3459.5**

52.4** 4033.3**

s.o** 106.0**

2.2** 167.0**

5.3** 53.4**

4x** 33.7**

to obtain. This is particularly true of the stan- are insignificantly different  from those ob-
dard errors of estimates, which increase only tained from the separate models. These tests
marginally in the restricted model cases. It were conducted using F and Wald statistics
should be noted, however, that the estimates (Greene 1990, 5 14), since the iterated modi-
for the MLKA and State dummy variables fied multinomial logit model is a feasible
change more than those for the continuous generalized least squares model. Computed
variables when equations are omitted from statistics for these tests of hypotheses are
the rural-urban model. given in Table 6.

More formal tests lead to rejection of the
hypothesis that rural and urban land uses
can be treated separately. We tested three
hypotheses about the rural-urban model: (1)
that the parameter estimates corresponding to
the omitted equations are, as a group, insig-
nificantly different from zero; (2) that the es-
timates obtained from the rural-urban model
are, as a group, insignificantly different from
the corresponding estimates obtained from
the restricted models, and (3) that the  subset
of parameter estimates obtained for the con-
tinuous variables from the integrated model

As the table shows, all of the null hypoth-
eses are rejected at the 1% level of signifi-
cance. Thus the impression that little is
gained by integrating the rural and urban
models is not borne out by the formal hy-
pothesis tests.

IV. LAND USE RESPONSE IN RURAL
AND URBAN  COUNTIES

Investigation of county population densi-
ties indicates that the South encompasses
very rural and very urban counties. Table 7

TABLE I
POPUL.ATION DENSITIES AND LAND IJSE SHARES: MEANS OF SELECTED POPUI.ATION  QUANTILES

People Per Squm Percentage of IJrban Percentage of
Mile L a n d F a r m l a n d Percentage of  Forest

Quantile 1982 1987 1992 1982 I987 1992 1982 1987 1992 1982 1987 1992

Sh Percentile 1 3 1 4 1 3 0.5 0.6 0.7 23 2 1 23 60 6 1 60
I ” ’  Q u a r t i l e 22 22 23 I .o I.1 1 . 3 27 25 26 59 6 1 58
2”d  Quartile 38 38 40 I.6 1 . 9 2.4 37 35 33 50 5 1 50
lrd  Quartile 63 64 70 3.0 3.4 4.2 39 38 34 46 45 47
41h  Quartile 255 282 280 1 0 . 0 II.4 1 3 . 4 34 33 29 4 1 40 43
9Sh  Percentile 703 804 752 22.2 26.0 29.0 29 26 2 1 32 21 34
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T A B L E 8

ELAS~KITY  OF URBAN LAND  USE AT MEANS 01: S~;.LLKTED  POPULATION QUANTILES

Quantile

Change in Change in Median Change in Median Change in Estimated
Population Household Income House Value Farm Value

1982 1987 1992 1982 1987 1992 1982 19x7 1992 19x2 1987 1992

Sh  Percentile 1.50 1.47 1.32 - 1.02 --I.20 -1.26 3.90 4.19 4.16 -1.49 -1.32 - 1.26
1” Quartile 0.98 1.02 0.99 --0.08 -0.13 ---0.34 1.85 2.09 2.28 -0.77 -0.67 -0.71

2”d Quartile 0.80 0.74 0.71 0.37 0.37 0.19 1.01 1.00 1.12 -0.46 -0.36 -0.39
3’d  Quartile 0.53 0.53 0.51 0.57 0.64 0.50 0.35 0.34 0.44 -0.21 -0.17 --0.20
4"' Quwtile 0.24 0.25 0.27 0 . 6 0 0.65 0.57 --0.13 -0.14 -0.06 -0.01 0.00 -0.02
951h Percentile 0.08 0.09 0.13 0.54 0.57 0.53 -0.23 -0.23 -0.19 0.05 0.05 0.03

shows that densities in the region range from
averages of 13-  14 people per square mile
(one person per 35 acres) to 700-800  people
per square mile (one person per two-thirds of
an acre). These averages are for counties in
the lowest and highest 5% of the ordered
density data. They include 33 counties for
1982, 36 for 1987, and 45 for 1992.

Table 7 also gives the average percentage
of urban, farm, and forest land in counties
with different population densities. As can be
seen, urban land  sh:u-e  increases with popula-
tion density from less than a percent to 25%
or more of the county land base. Farmland
share increases from 20-23% of the land in
the very rural counties to 3539%  of the land
in counties with population densities in the
middle quartiles. This share then decreases to
29% of the area of the very urban counties
in 1982, and to 21% in 1992.

While farmland share rises and then falls
with increasing population density, the share
of forest decreases steadily from 60% to
30%. The table also provides some evidence
that urban land use is increasing and that

farming is decreasing over time in the region,
with most of this change occurring in the
higher density counties.

The substantial range of population den-
sity offers an opportunity to investigate
how land use responds to changes in land use
determinants in counties with different de-
grees of urbanization. This is done in Tables
8- 10,  which give land share response eias-
ticities computed at the means of land use
determinants for observations in different
quantiles of population densities. Table 8
presents elasticities for urban land use shares,
Table 9 presents farmland share response
elasticities, and Table 10 presents elasticities
showing how the share of land in forest re-
sponds to change in sawtimber stumpage
prices and timber plantation establishment
cos ts .

The variation observed in these elasticity
estimates results from differences in the lev-
els of land use shares and land use determi-
nants across quantiles and time periods.
Marginal values used to calculate the slope
coefficients of the elasticities are the same

T A B L E 0

ELASIXITY  01; FARMI.AND USE Ar  MEANS OF SELEC-JED  PoPuLArroN  Q~JANTILES

Quantile

Change in Fame  Revenue Change in Farm  Expenditure

1982 1987 1992 1982 1987 1992

Change  in Timber
Estabiishment  Cost

1982 1987 1992

5’h  Percentile 0.15 0.24 0.27 -0.12 --0.18 -0.21 1.05 1.09 1.04
1”  Quartile 0.16 0.23 0.28 -0.13 -0.18 -0.22 0.84 0.90 0.87
2"“  Quartile 0.15 0.17 0.26 - 0.1 1 -0.13 -0.20 0.65 0.61 0.70
IVd Quartile 0.15 0.17 0.29 -0.11 --0.13 -0.22 0.64 0.64 0.69
41h Quartile 0.21 0.28 0.38 -0.15 -0.22 -0.29 0.72 0.73 0.78
9Sh Percentile 0.31 0.47 o-50 -0.22 -0.36 -0.37 0.88 0.95 1.09
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T A B L E  10

ELASTICITY OF Fowsr  LAND USE AT MEANS OF SELECTED
P OPULATION  QUANTILXS

~-

Change in Pine Sawtimber Change in Timber
Stumpage  Price Establishment Cost

Quantile 1982 1987 1992 1982 1987 1992

51h  Percentile 0.15 0.12 0.26 - 0 . 4 2 - 0 . 4 0 - 0 . 4 1
1”  Quartile 0.15 0.12 0.26 - 0 . 4  I - 0 . 3 9 - 0 . 4 0
2””  Quartile 0.14 0.14 0.27 - 0 . 4 9 - 0 . 4 7 - 0 . 4 7
3’” Quartile 0.15 0.14 0.28 - 0 . 5 8 - 0 . 5 7 - 0 . 5 2
4”’ Quartile 0.17 0.17 0.33 - 0 . 6 2 - 0 . 6 3 - 0 . 5 6
95’”  Percentile 0.22 0.25 0.40 - 0 . 8 2 - 0 . 9 3 - 0 . 7 1

across years and across quantiles. These
slope estimates are obtained from the rural-
urban model. Elasticities are computed at
quantile  means instead of observed values
for individual counties because of the sample
error inherent in the county census data.

Urban land use in the very rural counties
is most responsive to changes in population
(or population density, since the elasticities
are the same). Response is inelastic in quan-
tiles with higher average population densi-
ties, and very inelastic in the very urban
counties.

While urban land use always increases
with population, it sometimes decreases with
increases in median household income. This
inverse relationship occurs only in sparsely
populated counties. Elasticities are in the
OS-o.65 range in counties with higher popu-
lation densities.

Urban land shares decrease in urban coun-
ties when median house values increase.
They increase and are elastic in the more ru-
ral half of the counties. Thus, more expen-
sive housing is associated with more land in
the rural counties and with less land in the
urban counties. This may be due to higher
location rents surrounding urban centers.

Urban land share essentially does not
change when farm real estate values change
in counties in the fourth quartile (which in-
cludes the 95” percentile). Signs change but
elasticities are so close to zero that this land
use response is negligible. Urban land use
shares tend to be smaller in rural counties
when farm real estate values are higher. This
relationship becomes elastic in the most

sparsely populated counties, where farm
quasi-rents are a large component of urban
rents. Elasticities seem to be decreasing over
time in these very rural counties, but this
temporal trend is not evident in counties with
higher population densities.

Farmland shares increase with increases in
farm revenues. They decrease with increases
in farm expenditures. Table 9 suggests these
responses are becoming more elastic over
time, although all of the measured elasticities
remain 0.5 or less in magnitude. The Ricar-
dian rent model offers no particular explana-
tion for this phenomenon, as it is static in na-
ture. Elasticity of farmland share with respect
to the cost of establishing timber plantations
is positive, an expected result in a region in
which timber and agriculture are substitutes
in production.

As also would be expected, forest iand
share responds positively to increases in pine
stumpage prices and negatively to increases
in timber production costs. These responses
are all inelastic, and are less for price
changes than for cost changes. Elasticities
with respect to price are higher in 1992, but
this may be an anomaly since these elastici-
ties show no trend over time. Responses also
tend to be higher in highly urban counties,
perhaps because of more active change at the
urban-forest land use margin.

V. CONCLUSION

Despite the significant simplification in-
herent in the underlying land rent models, the
estimated land share models have good sta-
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tistical validity. Marninal  effects derived
from the models are Gatistically  significant
and of expected sign. When measured at the
overall data means, percentage changes in
land shares are less than those of land rent
determinants. Considerable differences are
hidden within these inelastic aggregate re-
sponses, however, as elasticities of land use
vary substantially in magnitude and some-
times change sign when counties are grouped
according to population density. Such results
add  suppor t  to  Bockstael’s  and h-win’s
(1999) observation about the intended and
unintended effects of public policies. From
our findings, one can draw few universal
conclusions about the response of land use to
change in the determinants of land rent.

Our tests of model specification indicate
that the rural-urban model provides signili-
cantly different parameter estimates from the
rural and urban models. This finding gains
additional cogency when it is noted that the
rural and urban models produce reasonable
results. These partial models could easily be
accepted as empirically valid, even though
the effects of omitting either rural or urban
land use are significant.

Ricardian and von Thiinen rent theories
combine easily into a single land share model
when land use change is restricted to margins
between land uses. Plantinga (1996) has ex-
plored some of the econometric implications
of relaxing this margins restriction, but the
cost of asserting that all land use change will
be at such margins is not yet assessed.

Elasticity estimates from the rural-urban
model show how much land use has re-
sponded to change in population, income,
real estate values, prices, and costs, and how
much these responses have differed across
counties with different degrees of urbaniza-
tion. Such estimates let one see why uniform
policies have different results  in different lo-
calities, and why targeted policies can be
more efficient in inducing land use change.
Predictions of where new policies will affect
land use are circumscribed, however, by the
inability to control for lot size and commut-
ing costs. If land zoning were to change sig-
nificantly or major new highways were to be
built, predictions based on these elasticities
would be suspect.
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